Global Distributed Antenna System (DAS) Market By Coverage (Outdoor & Indoor), By Ownership (Neutral Host, Carrier, etc.), By Technology (Carrier Wi-Fi, Small Cells, etc.), By End User, By Region, Competition Forecast & Opportunities, 2011-2021

Description: Distributed Antenna System (DAS) comprises a group of antennas, which are physically connected to a central controller connected to the carrier network's base station or macro cell. DAS are signal boosters that strengthen signal reception of cellular operators by removing dead spots.

Growth in the global market for distributed antenna systems can be attributed to growing number of smartphone and tablet users, rising internet penetration, emergence of next-generation wireless networks coupled with rising need for on-going connectivity, etc. Further, growing urbanization is projected to boost number of mobile subscribers and mobile data traffic. This is anticipated to drive demand for strong communication networks. Further, rising need to boost communication signals is anticipated to drive global distributed antenna systems market in the coming years. In addition, Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) also aid in offering coverage where regular Base Transceiver Stations (BTS) are not feasible to install.

According to “Global Distributed Antenna System (DAS) Market By Coverage, By Ownership, By Technology, By End User, By Region, Competition Forecast & Opportunities, 2011 - 2021”, the global market of distributed antenna system is projected to grow at a CAGR over 13% during 2016-2021.

North America dominated global distributed antenna systems market, on account of growing number smartphone users, rising internet penetration, growing mobile data traffic coupled with growing government focus towards enhancing the telecom infrastructure to provide on-going connectivity across the region. Public venue is the largest end user segment for distributed antenna systems across the globe, on the back of rising urbanization, increasing construction of high rise buildings, surging mobile data traffic and rising demand for high speed connectivity.

Further, growing competition among carrier service providers to provide better telecom services to enhance their subscriber base coupled with increasing focus of government to strengthen telecom infrastructure is expected to drive demand for DAS from public venues, globally. CommScope, Corning Incorporated, Cobham Plc, American Tower, etc., are few of the major companies operating in global distributed antenna systems market.

“Global Distributed Antenna System (DAS) Market By Coverage, By Ownership, By Technology, By End User, By Region, Competition Forecast & Opportunities, 2011-2021” discusses the following aspects of global distributed antenna system (DAS) market:

- Global Distributed Antenna System Market Size, Share & Forecast
- Segmental Analysis - By Coverage (Outdoor & Indoor), By Ownership (Neutral Host, Carrier and Enterprise), By Technology (Carrier Wi-Fi, Small Cells & Self Organizing Network), By End User (Public Venues, Transportation, Industrial, Healthcare, Education and Others), By Region (North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, South America and Middle East & Africa)
- Changing Market Trends & Emerging Opportunities
- Competitive Landscape & Strategic Recommendations

Why You Should Buy This Report?

- To gain an in-depth understanding of global distributed antenna system market
- To identify the on-going trends, and anticipated growth over the next five years
- To help industry consultants, distributed antenna system providers align their market-centric strategies
- To obtain research-based business decisions and add weight to presentations and marketing material
- To gain competitive knowledge of leading market players
- To avail of 10% customization in the report without any extra charges and get research data or trends added in the report as per the buyer's specific needs
Report Methodology

The information contained in this report is based upon both primary and secondary sources. Primary research included interviews with the distributed antenna system providers, distributors & industry experts. Secondary research included an exhaustive search of relevant publications like company annual reports, press release, financial reports and other proprietary databases.
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